AMAZON REVIEWS, EASY, FAST, AND SAFE. PRODUCT ANALYSIS
1. Facebook has notified that during the following months it will eliminate all groups of product analysis, reviews,
amazon. They have already deleted many.
2. Amazon has closed many buyer accounts due to product reviews.
3. Many of the deleted profiles have been leaked from Facebook to Amazon through these groups.
Facebook is selling to Amazon the information of the profiles of the users and sellers that
do this type of practices. Including chat and private messages.
Due to this problem, a group of users have decided
to create a unique and exclusive web page to be
able to analyze and review products, with the
same simplicity as on Facebook, but with total
security.
We think that this activity is totally legal. Amazon does it with their Vine service, they
pay for the reviews themselves. Magazines do it, several companies, and many
Influencers and blogs also practice it without censorship.

Why can not we do this activity freely?

Introducing Review4bits
We have encrypted servers, not even we
administrators can know the conversation
between a seller and a buyer. Amazon will never
detect us or ask us for this information.
All
the
links
shared
through
www.review4bits.com will be encoded according
to the Amazon format through the Tor network and private algorithms. Amazon will
never detect as an unusual activity access to a profile from our website, and will not
be able to track us.
Users to register in the private area, completely free of charge, will do so only with
an email. We do not need anything else. In this way there will always be a possible
contact between seller and buyer.

On the publications wall the Sellers and the Buyers will be able to make themselves known, as easy as they did on Facebook,
but with all our security.
Through private messages and chat users can talk to each other,
reach a cooperation agreement and resolve any incident of the
process.

Review4bits is:
-

Secure, full encryption
Fast, dedicated servers
Easy to use, small learning curve
Uncensored, any type of products
Without Facebook, restrictions or bans
For the community, anyone can participate

We invite you to participate with us.
In Review4bits you can find the best products to analyze. We will bring
you to the best sellers and distributors of products.
Discount codes, refunds by PayPal, Gift vouchers. Any form of payment
or compensation is accepted.
Products from Spain, Germany, Italy, United Kingdom or France.

What are you waiting to participate?

